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Chapter

Triple-Hop Hybrid FSO/mmW
Based Backhaul Communication
System for Wireless Networks
Applications of 5G and beyond
Mogadala Vinod Kumar, Yenneti Laxmi Lavanya,
Bharati Bidikar and Gottapu Sasibhushana Rao

Abstract

Wireless networks applications of 5G and beyond require high throughput and
high capacity. To achieve this, a macro cell is split into several small cells. When
using Free Space Optics (FSO) some of the small cell base stations (BSs) which are
located at the edges of a macro cell may not directly communicate with the base
station of that macro cell, resulting in high outage probability (OP) and average bit
error rate (ABER). Therefore, there is a need to develop a new system model to
improve the OP and ABER performance. For such scenarios, triple-hop (TH) hybrid
free space optics/millimeter wave (FSO/mmW) system has been proposed by con-
sidering neighboring small cell BSs as intermediate relays to forward the backhaul
data. The OP and ABER of the proposed TH hybrid FSO/mmW system are derived
for various channel conditions and are further verified by performing Monte-Carlo
simulations. In this work, FSO link is modeled by Gamma-Gamma distribution over
weak and strong turbulence channel conditions. Further the mmW link is modeled
by using Nakagami-m distribution which perfectly models various fading scenarios.

Keywords: free space optics, millimeter waves, triple-hop, outage probability,
average bit error rate, gamma-gamma, Nakagami-m

1. Introduction

Mobile cellular traffic has astoundingly increased during the last decade mainly
due to the stunning expansion of smart wireless devices and bandwidth demanding
applications (i.e., high-definition videos, gaming, social networking, etc.). The overall
mobile data traffic is expected to grow up to 77 Exabyte’s per month by 2022 which is
about a seven-fold increase over 2017 data traffic [1]. In addition, the number of
devices and connections will continue to grow exponentially. The fifth generation
(5G) networks are aimed at meeting the requirements of mobile communications
even beyond 2025. Current backhaul communication of cellular networks uses
licensed microwave spectrum and wired copper/fiber based links. These two systems
have several limitations (e.g., low data rates, security issues, and high cost of installa-
tion in urban canyons). Choosing a suitable technology in the design of the backhaul
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Abstract. This research proposes a compact dual-band patch antenna for 5G mmWave 

wireless communication applications. The 5 × 4.8 × 0.508 mm3 sized antenna is made of 

Rogers RT/duroid 5880(tm) dielectric material and is fed via a 50-Ω microstrip feedline. A 

rectangular slot was used on the radiating patch to create resonance at the 30GHz band from 

29.2GHz to 31GHz. Another slot was etched from the ground to obtain another resonance at 

49GHz from 48GHz to 50.1GHz. The S11 of -10dB and VSWR of less than 2 indicates that the 

designed bands have strong impedance matching capabilities. Peak gain of 4.99 dBi at 30GHz 

and 7.39 dBi at 49GHz are attained, as well as maximum radiation efficiency of more than 

90% and sustained omnidirectional radiation characteristics are achieved. The results 

demonstrate that the suggested antenna is appropriate for next-generation wireless applications. 

1. Introduction 

Smartphone use, IoT devices, and speed of network are all expected to significantly rise data traffic as 

the number of mobile users rises. The current mobile communication spectrum at low frequency bands 

has several issues with communication speed, such as having a low bit rate, and it won't be able to 

keep up with the rapid growth in the communication industry soon. Due to rapid development of 

wireless communication technology, the 2G/3G/4G standard has become widely used. Such 

bandwidth, however, is insufficient to meet the recently proposed 5G NR standards such as n77 from 

3.3GHz to 4.2GHz, n78 at 3.3GHz to 3.8GHz, n79 from 4.4GHz to 5.0GHz, and Millimeter wave 

(mmWave) bands (>24GHz). Therefore, it is highly desired to develop a 5G terminal antenna with 

wideband performance to completely cover all 2G to 5G frequencies. In order to support 5G, the FCC 

separated the frequency range into three bands: below-1 GHz, sub-6GHz band, and Millimeter wave 

band. The mmWave frequency bands above 24 GHz have an abundance of spectrum that can provide 

extremely high capacity, extremely high throughput, and extremely low latency [1].  

 Therefore, several antenna were presented at 5G sub-6GHz and 5G mmWaves [2-10]. In [2], a 

small, wideband, partially slotted ground, rectangular-patch antenna working at sub-6GHz is 

presented. For fifth-generation (5G) and long-term evolution applications, a compact multi-slotted 

patch antenna is suggested in [3].  In [4], a 5G broadband printed dipole antenna operates at 26.5-38.2 

GHz with gain around 5dBi is presented. A wideband, low-profile antenna-in-package (AiP) design is 

presented for 5G mmWave n257 (26.5–29.5 GHz) band mobile applications in [5]. [6] presents an 

antenna-in-package (AiP) with endfire and dual polarisation operating at 28 GHz. A new miniaturized 

dual-band quarter-wave half-slot antenna for quasi-millimeter wave applications that operates at 24 
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Abstract:
The new generation of communication devices integrated more than one standard into a single system. When the
frequency band of the antenna increases, it leads to an increase in antenna complexity. The primary purpose of this
dual-band antenna is to achieve a smaller size, enhanced bandwidth and good gain. Initially, the general design
equations and parameters are used to design the conventional patch antenna for 2.4 GHz; further, simple modifications
(i.e. using slots and split rings) are included in the patch as well as ground to operate the antenna in dual-band mode.
ANSYS High-Frequency Structure Simulator software (HFSS) is used to design and assess the proposed antenna for
performance evaluation. The Return Loss of the suggested pattern at 2.45 GHz is −22.0729 dB and at 5.8 GHz is
−27.4999 dB, whereas VSWR values are 1.17 and 1.08. The maximum gain at the 5.8 GHz band and 2.45 GHz band
is found to be 6.511 dB and 3.219 dB, which is good for superior WLAN coverage and other IS M band applications.
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Metadata
Abstract:
In this paper, a novel compact dual-band multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna is suggested for use in 5G
mmWave wireless communication applications. The antenna of size 12 × 4.8 × 0.508 mm  which is fed by a 50-
microstrip feedline and is designed on Rogers RT/duroid 5880(tm) dielectric material. The proposed antenna comprises
of a pair of orthogonally placed elements on top of sustrate and a slotted ground on bottom of substrate. On each
radiating element, a rectangular slot was employed to produce resonance at the 28GHz band, which spans 27.5GHz to
28.6GHz. In order to obtain a second resonance at 48GHz between 46.6GHz and 49.1GHz, a couple of square slote
were cut into the ground. The antenna offers good impedance matching at the working bands with S11<-10dB. The
antenna elements arranged orthogonally to achieve isolation between the ports. To improve the isolation further, a
narrow rectangular slot is used on the ground. The antenna provides high isolstion of >32dB, peak gains of 7.8dBi at
28GHz and 5.3dBi at 48GHz, radiation efficiencies of >90% at operating bands, omnidirectional radiation patterns,
envelop correlation coefficient (ECC) of 0.0016, diversity gain (DG) of 10dB, total active reflection coefficient (TARC) of
<-6dB, mean effective gain (MEG) of -3dB. The results manifests that the proposed design is good choice for 5G
mmWave wireless communication applications.
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Sustainable power source advancements presents an

outflow free of methods for the energy collecting in

the current power energy situation requesting

practical necessities. Be that as it may, the creation

cycle of RETs particularly sunlight based photovoltaic

(SPV) is material what's more, energy costly cycle. In
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